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Y11 GCSE Information Evening

Programme for this evening:

• Careers in Y11 and what support is on offer for Post-16 – Ms Woodley, 
CEIAG Coordinator & Mr Blowers, Assistant Headteacher & Director of 
6th Form

• Information update about student wellbeing (including e-safety – Mrs 
Barber, Assistant Headteacher and Head of MFL

• School expectations for GCSE including making a positive start to Y11, 
mock exams, revision as well as other key issues – Mr Hainsworth, 
Assistant Headteacher, Director of Learning & Progress (KS4) and Head 
of Geography
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Thank you…

• All – everyone experienced very “different” year with a variety 
of challenges

• To parents - for supporting their children with their work in various 
ways

• To students - for being independent and working as hard as 
they have so far 
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Work Experience

• Placements – not possible in Y10.

• Virtual Work Experience – opportunities made available in 
Y10. Something to consider for school holiday’s in Y11?

- www.speakersforschools.org

- www.springpod.com

http://www.speakersforschools.org/
http://www.springpod.com/
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Careers at St Laurence

• Keep an open mind

• Listen to all the options

• Then make your choice

That way you are better 
informed

• Careerpilot

• ClassCharts

• Careers interviews

• careers@st-laurence.com

mailto:careers@st-laurence.com
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Next steps: Three key routes

Academic
T Levels

Apprenticeships/ 
College

subject based

2 year course 

classroom based 

technical qualification

80% classroom 20% job

Work based

minimum 12 months

80% job 20% off job 



The St Laurence 6th Form
Mr Aidan Blowers
Assistant Headteacher & Director of 6th Form



St Laurence 6th Form

Why come to St Laurence?

We are the largest & most academically successful state 6th Form in Wiltshire

Average grade last 4 years = B

In top 15% nationally last 3 years (ALPS)

Our Facilities are exceptional: 

6FC - A large common room, a bespoke IT room study space with 20 computers and use of 

the ILC to support study with further IT support and study space

Outstanding Facilities - New Science Buildings, Photography/Graphics, Sport, Theatre Studio, 

Lecture Theatre. All of our subjects provide a great learning environment

Subject Offer - Widest suite of subjects in the County: Law-Business, Sociology-Photography.If
you want it, we offer it. We also commit to smaller subjects where need: Music, MFL

Well Being & Academic Excellence : 

We understand the pressures on our young people and ensure that we put Well Being first

Core Programme – Study Skills & PSHE, dealing with stress/anxiety – Counselling and Nurse
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St Laurence 6th Form

Our 6th Form ethos is founded on our 3 pillars:

Care: Our students give back through Community Service – an expectation that they 

support others in and out of school every week. 6th Formers mentor key students in 

their Vertical Tutor groups

Inspire: Our student Leadership Team lead on key initiatives through school. 

Head Students are currently launching an event for Afghanaid to support refugees.

Gold DofE: We have 19 students enrolled this year making this the largest cohort in 

local schools.

Succeed: 100% of students are successful in Next Steps with 70% going to University, 

many of these being Russell Group. We have had successful entrants to Oxbridge 

every Year. Other students were successfully placed in Apprenticehsips/Employment
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St Laurence 6th Form

Moving Up Week

Over the course of this year there will be the full range of activities to support 
the next steps for all our students whether this be:

- St Laurence 6th Form

- College

- Apprenticeships

Dates for your diary: Monday 1st – Friday 5th November

St Laurence 6th Form Open Evening: Thursday 4th November 4.30-7.30pm
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Student Wellbeing
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https://st-laurence.com/student-wellbeing

https://st-laurence.com/student-wellbeing


Dealing with exam stress

• It’s entirely normal. Reassure them that their personal best is 
absolutely good enough!

• Help them plan and stick to a realistic revision programme that 
they can achieve (ensure it has lots of regular breaks).

• Encourage an IT detox for the family – where time is spent away 
from devices.

• Encourage them to keep a book or notes of things they are really 
struggling with… remind them to take that information to their 
teacher
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Keep it in perspective
A message to your child…

• Exam results do not define who you are.

• Remember your strengths.

• Make a list of all the things you want from life which don't involve 
exams.

• Have fun!

• Never forget that your health and happiness is worth looking after.

• Personal best is the ultimate achievement.
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Online Safety
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Online Safety
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• Have a conversation about online safety

• Maintain openness and an interest in their online activity

• Discuss the many risks of being online eg. Sexting, adult content, 
fake news/misinformation, gambling, grooming etc. 

• Safety/privacy settings

• Consider parental controls

• Encourage your child to think about their digital reputation

• Be a good role model online



Online Safety

• National Online Safety Website

• Self enrolment (a link on Class Charts to follow)
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Key dates
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• The school calendar is on the school 
website in the “News and Dates” tab

➢14th Oct – Y11 Subject evening (1)

➢4th November – Sixth Form open evening

➢w/c 8th Nov (for three weeks) – Y11 mock 
exams

➢13th Jan – Y11 Subject evening (2)

➢w/c 7th Mar (for two weeks) – 2nd English 
and Maths mocks

➢w/c 21st Mar (for two weeks) – practical 
exams

➢~w/c 16th May – GCSE exams begin and 
continue through to end of June

➢6th July – Y11 Ball at Cumberwell



Student emotions during Yr11
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Shock

Rejection

Denial / minimisation

Anger / blame others

Blame self

Anxiety

Emotional fog

Acceptance / letting go

Experiment

Consolidate

Get on with it

Source: Oakes & Griffin, 2019



Does your child have a GCSE 
mentality?

Knowing the end 
goals / aspirations

Vision

Responding 
constructively to 

set backs

Effort

Organisation of 
learning resources 

and time

Systems

Practising and 
developing skills

Practice

Many hours of 
proactive

independent study

Attitude
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What is a mindset?
“A fixed mental attitude or disposition that predetermines a 
person’s responses to and interpretations of situations”

Oxford English Dictionary

• A fixed mindset is quite common. 

• A growth mindset recognises that we are all constantly learning.
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The 5 elements of success
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Success 
in your 
studies

Having a 
clear vision

Commitment 
to the effort

needed

Having 
suitable 

systems in 
place Practising

your learning 
and skills

Developing 
a positive 

mental 
attitude



What is their mindset?

Vision

Do they know what they want to achieve?

What are they studying the GCSEs you are?

What outcomes do they want from their GCSEs?

Do they have a pathway in mind post GCSEs?

Effort

How many hours of independent study do they do?

How do they compare to the most committed students in their year group?

When was the last time they worked really hard on something? What were they doing?

Have they ever worked so hard at something that time flew by?

Systems

How do they organise their learning and time?

Do they have any study or time management methods or techniques to draw on?

What does their study area look like? 

Practice

How do you practice to improve your study skills?

How do you practice to improve your time management?

When was the last time they tested themselves without their notes?

How would they advise someone prepared for an exam?

Attitude

How do they respond to setbacks?

How do they respond to constructive criticism?

How do they overcome setbacks or adapt their plans?

How do they learn from their mistakes?
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Use each question 

as a conversation 

starter with your 

child to gauge 

their mindset.



VISION: 

• Who do you want to be when your 21 / 30?

• What experiences, training or qualifications will help you 
become that person?
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Place a picture of 

something related to 

your next steps 

somewhere prominent 

in the house –

somewhere you will see 

it every day!

Have positive and 

inspirational quotes 

placed in key locations 

to help with motivation 

and stay on track.

Use your spare time to 

revisit your “vision” by 

watching / listening to 

things that are related 

to that “vision”



EFFORT: 



EFFORT: 



How students revise matters…

• Retrieval practice - the most powerful learning strategy 
[students] aren’t using – Gonzalez, 2017.

• Retrieval practice – the act of trying to recall information 
without having it in front of you.
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Why is retrieval 
practice important?

• Researchers have found 
that little else cements 
long-term learning as 
powerfully as retrieval 
practice.
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Why is it 
important for 
our students?

Care ∙ Inspire ∙ Succeed Source: Revision Census 2020



Make sure you’re revising properly…
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Make sure you’re revising properly…
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Make sure you’re revising properly…
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Make sure you’re revising properly…
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GCSEPod
We have invested in an award-winning digital content and learning provider, called GCSEPod.

Pod Credentials:

• Supporting students at KS4 for over 10 years

• Used in over 1,300 schools worldwide

• Recommended by the Association of School and College Leaders

• Winner of multiple educational technology awards:



GCSEPod helps your child to: 

Consolidate subject knowledge 

and improve recall. 

Accelerate progress 

and raise results.
Improve engagement and encourage 

independent learning. 



Impact analysis

This study was conducted on a school by school basis, investigating students’ Attainment 8, 
Progress 8 and predicted grades, and how these were impacted by using GCSEPod.

Once the results were collected from each school, they were anonymised and collated into a 
national analysis which includes the results from all the schools together.

Currently, this analysis includes the results from 2,625 students (17 Schools).

This analysis is ongoing as more schools participate in the study. The current results can be seen on 
the following slides.



The Impact of GCSEPod –
National Analysis

This graph shows the correlation 
between amount of GCSEPod usage 
and Progress 8 score. 

The gradient of this trendline indicates 
a strong positive relationship between 
Progress 8 and GCSEPod usage.

On average, the highest GCSEPod 
users achieved 1.0 Progress 8 points 
more than the lowest users.
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The Impact of GCSEPod –
National Analysis

The students were also grouped into quartiles 
based on how much they used GCSEPod, as 
seen in the following two graphs.

As can be seen from this graph, there appears 
to be a positive relationship between 
Progress 8 and higher GCSEPod usage.
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The Impact of GCSEPod –
National Analysis

This graph shows the correlation 
between amount of GCSEPod usage 
and Attainment 8 score. 

The gradient of this trendline indicates 
a strong positive relationship between 
Attainment 8 and GCSEPod usage.

On average, the highest GCSEPod 
users achieved 15.9 Attainment 8 
points more than the lowest users 
which is a 39% difference.
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The Impact of GCSEPod –
National Analysis

As can be seen from this graph, there appears 
to be a positive relationship between 
Attainment 8 and higher GCSEPod usage.

This is trend can be seen clearly throughout 
the entire academic year and the exam 
period. 
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Make sure you’re focused…
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Other methods to support young 
people…
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Embed stories of how “talent” can be trained-for (rather 

than being “born with it or not”), and encourage 

aspirational language (not “I can’t do it” but “I can’t 

do it yet”).

Support students to persevere and be tenacious 

learning, embracing challenges as opportunities to 

learn and grow.

A widespread concern and one without a 1-line “silver 

bullet” to solve it. Encouraging students to speak about 

it and seek help is an excellent first step.

Encourage students to consider their “Vision” and 

how their current subjects can help them achieve 

this (beyond simply “I need a grade 5” to study it).



Y11 GCSE Information Evening

Thank you for your time!

Last years’ Parents Information Evening can be 
accessed here:

Introduction

Mindset

Strategies to support your child
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https://www.loom.com/share/c5bf2694ba82492f922b947473315335?sharedAppSource=personal_library
https://www.loom.com/share/6d014319a17b43ad8b7fa7443226afee?sharedAppSource=personal_library
https://www.loom.com/share/c54517fb21084e488061248d0596eb4a?sharedAppSource=personal_library



